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Innouation is ofien met by reactions ranging
fom scepticism, interrogation to interest, until
it is actually put to test allotuingfor a genuine
appraisal of its ualidity and usefulness.  As has
happened with most of EU's landmark  deci-
sions towards integration and consolidation in
the last 40 years, the Ewropean Security and
Defence Policy (ESDP), in its early stages, has
inuited a broad set of questions. Doubts and
uncertainties are gradualfu giuing way to the
appraisal and appreciation process, in line
with the determination and re/atiuely quick
pace with tuhich EU leaders are laying the
foundations of this major endeauour.
Why an ESDP?
Faced by new challcngcs resulting from the end ofthe
Cold Var, as illustrated  by the conflicts arising from
the disintegration  of thc former  Socialist  Federation of
Yugoslavia, EU had to take a fresh look at its immedi-
ate neighbourhood  and rcassess its ability to cope with
ernerging  crises. Vhile furthering the scope of eco-
nomic and financial integration (launch of the Euro),
and pursuing its enlargement process,  the need of con-
solidating thc ongoing Cornmon
Foreign  and Security Policy (CFSP)
was acutely growing.
The Treaty of Amsterdam, signed
Oct. 1997 and entered into force I st
of May 1999, marked our common resolve  to rein-
force EU's identity and shoulder our responsibilities,
by allowing for enhanced means and capacitics to
implement  CFSB encompassing  all questions  relating
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to the security of the Union, including the progressive
framing of a common  security  and defence policy. It
specifies  the full range ofconflict prevention and crisis
management,  the so-called "Petersberg  Tasks" (human-
itarian and rescue tasks, peace-keeping  tasks and tasks
of combat forces in crisis management,  including
peacemaking),  in which the EU intends to assume its
responsibilities.
Among  other provisions, the Theaty refers to the inte-
gration of the \Testern European  Union in the EU and
to the creation of the post of High Representative for
the CFSB entrusted  last fall to Javier Solana, former
Secretary  General of NATO. It also mentions that "the
policy of the Union would not prejudice the specific
character ofthe securiry and defence policy ofcertain
Member-States  and would respect  the obligations of
certain Member-States  which see their common
The EU is determined to have an
autonomous capaciry to take decisions
and, where NAfO as a whole is not
engaged, to launch and then to
conduct EU-led military operations.
defence realised in the North Atlantic Tleary
Organisation".
The Kciln Summit in June 99 has set the guiding prin-
ciples on strengthening the common European Policy
on Security and Defence : The EU will contribute to
international peace and stability in accordance with
the principles  of the UN Charter. The EU is deter-
mined to have an autonomous capacity  to take deci-
sions and, where NATO  as a whole is not engaged, to
launch and then to conduct EUled military opera-
tions in resDonse to international crises. The focus of
EU efforts would be to ensure that the Union has at
its disposal the necessary capabilities (including mili-
tary capabilities) and appropriate structures  for effec-
tive decision making in crisis management,  without
unnecessary duplication. It reaffirmed that NATO
remains the foundation of the collective defence of its
members.
State of Play (or'Where  are we now?)
A sustained process ofconsultation,  underlay by a
strong political will, allowed for the translation  of
these principles into a number of operational  deci-
sions, agreed upon in the Helsinki Summit, 6 months
later:
- set an ambitious  headline goal of creating by
2OO3 a Rapid Reaction  Force comprising  50,000to 60,000 persons, capable of being deployed  within
60 days, with necessary replacement  for a year. EU
Defence Ministers  examined  recently how they will
translate in terms of national  contributions the
enhanced capabilities needed, in terms of command,
control, intelligence and logistics. They also consid-
ered seriously the budgetary means this commitment
will imply.
- established new political and military structures ro
ensure the necessary political guidance  and strategic
direction to EUled oDerations. Under the supervi-
sion of Minisrers of Fbreign Affairs,  assisted by their
Defence  colleagues  on securiry  issues, and to assist
HR Solana, 3 permanent bodies have been set up : a
Political and Securiry Committee (PSC, at
Ambassador-level),  dealing with all aspecrs of CFSB
including the CESDP The Military  Committee
(EMC,  delegates of Chiefs of Defence)  will provide
military  advice and make recommendations to the
PSC. It will be seconded bv the Militarv  Staff
(EMS), that will provide military .*p.rrir.  and sup-
port to the CESDB including the conduct of EUled
military  crisis managemenr  operarions.  Interim
structures  for these 3 bodies have already started
their work as of l st of March.
- defined the principles to ensure the necessary  dia-
logue, consultation  and cooperation with NAIO
and its non-EU Members, as well as orher counrries
candidates for accession to EU and other prosoective
partners  in EU-led  operarions. Further work on rhe
modalities for full consultation,  cooperation and
transparency  berween the EU and NATO, as well as
arrangements with non-EU NAIO members,  was
entrusted to the Portuguese Presidency, while HR
Solana was requested to develop informal contacts
with the Secretary General  of NATO. Portugal,
together with HR Solana, are actively  leading the
debate and running necessary consultations, so rhat
conclusions  on both issues could be approved  by the
June Feira Summit.
- requested the development of non-military crisis
management  mechanism  to coordinate and develop
both Union and national capabilities, that could
respond to requests for operations led by the UN or
the OSCE, or be used in autonomous EU actions.
The range of civilian means and resources would be
mobilised for conflict prevenrion tasks, such as insri-
tution-building,  election monitoring, support for
democracy, mediation  capabiliry..., but also for cri-
sis management  and post-conflict  situation, in paral-
lel with the military  means, for missions  such as
police deployment, mine clearance, arms control and
destruction, rehabilitation...  The Commission  is
actively working on this essential  task, notably by
contributing to the elaboration ofthe inventory of
available resources and identifying the means adapt-
ed to various  scenarios.  To ensure the quick mobili-
sation of financial  resources,  that more than often
conditions  the effectiveness of a crisis-response
action, the Commission  is creating a Rapid Reaction
cell that could be drawn upon in a matter of days, if
not hours. Reflection is also ongoing on the set-up
of Headline Goals matching  the military goals, and
on the creation of a EU Committee  for civilian crisis
management  to coordinate EU crisis managemenr
tools and operations.
ESDP in the Thansadantic Agenda
The schedule of meetings  under the New Tiansatlantic
Agenda comprises 2 Summits a year, 2 to 3 Ministerial
and a great number of Senior Officials Meetings, in
the framework  of which all issues of mutual interest
are debated. The evolutions rhar led to the Amsterdam
Treaty, as well as the various stages of elaboration of
ESDI have been extensively disiussed  in this context.
Tiue that there have been some difficult debates,  but
the NTA process,  in parallel to the debates held in the
NAIO context, have cleared many misperceptions  of
issues at stake or of institutional  arrangements,  allow-
ing each parry to understand and address as far as pos-
sible the concerns and expectations  ofthe other.
In the post Cold War international
environment, our transatlantic part-
ners will not want to intervene in
every regional crisis on the European
continent. Nor do I blame them.
(Commissioner  Chris Patten)
A central concern in the US was related to the fact
that ESDP would compete with NATO. Allow us to
quote briefly Commissioner  Patten addressing recendy
EU and NATO Parliamentarians  : "I would like to
nail one serious but spurious allegation.  This is the
charge that Europe, by seeking an autonomous capaci-
ty to launch military  operations for intervention in
crises "where NAIO as a whole is not engaged" is
seeking to rival NATO. \Why else would it wanr a
capacity to act alone? The answer is that in the post
Cold \War international environmenr,  our transadantic
partners will not want to intervene in every regional
crisis on the European  continent. Nor do I blame
them. This is our backyard,  not theirs. The pity is that
we haven't looked after it rather better."
It should further be stressed that ESDP will not weak-
en, but on the contrary  consolidate  NAIO. fu often
stressed by HR Solana and EU leaders, ESDP con-
cerns regional crisis management  and not collective
defence. NATO will remain the foundation for the
collective defence of its Members (Art. 5 of the
'W'ashington Tieary). The EU does not intend to dupli-
cate the work of NAIO, it intends ro srrengrhen  the
European  pillar of NAIO, and thus better share the
burden ofsecurity  and defence. Indeed, the Bosnia
and Kosovo  crises have revealed  the shortcomings of
European national and collective capabilities.  The
ambitious headline goal set for ESDP will in fact serve
and complement  the NAIO / DCI objectives,  by con-
tributing to the reshaping  of capabilities. Greater mod-ernisation, professionalisation  and interoperability,  will
reinforce  our ability to project and sustain troops at
quick notice in crisis situation. This entails budgetary
adaptation and strict resource priorities,  as well as the
,r..is"ty rationalisation  and consolidation  of the
European  defence industry.
Our transadantic Dialogue has gone way ahead from
concerns expressed at the very early stages of ESDP
inception. Initial uncertainties or reservations have
given way to strong expressions  of support' The
NAIO \Tashington  Summit  of April 1999 greeted the
new impetus brought by the European  Security and
Defence Policy, that would allow for the much-called
for strengthening of the European  pillar of the NATO
Alliance, contributing to its enhanced vitaliry in the
XXIst century. In December  last, during the EU/US
Summit,  President Clinton  welcomed and extended  its
strong supPort  to the conclusions  reached at the
Helsinki Summit on ESDP Mrs Albright, taking part
in the EU/US Ministerial in Lisbon, 313, reiterared
'America's  strong support, looking forward to a
Europe with more modern and flexible forces".
Ve appreciate this strong suPport and expect it will
grow further for our next steps in building ESDB for
as French Minister for Defence  said in Georgetown
During the EU/US Summit, President
Clinton welcomed and extended its
strong supPort to the conclusions
reached at the Helsinki Summit on
ESDP.
Universiry  recently : "if ESDP fails, it will be Europe's
capacity  to act and ensure its own securiry  and to act
along with the US as an ally that will be at stake. Our
European failure would be our common  Atlantic fail-
ure. Our EuroDean success will be a common  Atlantic
success, because it will allow us to address,  together,
the challenges that face us in an increasingly unstable
world. There is no other economic and political part-
ner in the world with which you share so many inter-
ests and values. The same is true for us. Neither side
can -nor should-  take the other for granted."
The conclusions fom the Helsinlei Summit can be found
on the internet 4t:
h ttp  : /  /  europa. eu. int/ rap id/s tart/we lco me' h tm
US Universities
debate on European Security
A panel on 'The New European  Securiry  and
Defence Policy' took place recently in New York,
in the context of the Conference  of EU Centres in
the US (see article on page l3).
The panel was chaired by Mr Jonathan Davidson
(EU Delegation of the Commission,'W'ashington).
MM Brenner (Pittsburgh Universiry), Jentleson
(Duke Universiry) and Menon (NY Universiry
EU Centre visiting fellow) participated  as panelists
in a very lively and most interesting debate.
Mr Davidson introduced  the subject describing the
latest developments  in EU Security  and Defense
Poliry. The participants' views, which were very
open and frank, ranged from optimistic support to
nuanced precaution, and even in some cas€s to a
certain degree of hostiliry. A participant pointed
out that EU defence should remain under NATO
veto.
However,  it was counter-argued, any'veto' system
is very difficult to imagine, not least because
NAIO's decision-making  is based on unanimiry'
Besides,  even if it was feasible, this system would
probably not be desirable.  It is clearly in the US
interest that the EU is able and willing to share the
burden of security matters within its area of
responsibilides. Only an equal and reliable Partner
can ensure real cooperation and coordination.
Imagination and forward-looking view are essential
to understand the on-going  Process. It was also
stressed that the EU and the US, which are
engaged in healthy competition in the commercial
field, are not and should not become competitors
in the political arena, but equal and reliable  part-
ners. This poses a double challenge:  for the US, to
overcome  its traditional ambivalence  to EU defense
integration; for the EU, to assume its responsibili-
ties and take its own decisions while understanding
and respecting  the US sensitivities  in this area' and
to make an effort to explain the process.
Conclusions fom the Conference, includingfrom
this panel, can be found on tbe internet 4t
h ttp  : /  /  e uc e nte rs. o rg/\Telcome to EIJ-IJS News, number 4
Many developmcnts  have takcn place since our last
rendez-vous. Shortly after our 3rd issue was published,
the Eurooean  Council met in Helsinki on 10 and 1l
December 1999. The achievements of this Council are
to be remembered.  This event marked a new stage in
the enlargement  process;  as well as in ensuring that
the Union itself will have effective,  reformed institu-
tions and a competitive, job-generating,  sustainable
economy.
But maybe even more significant were the decisions on
a strengthened  common  securiry  and defence policy,
whose origin can be traced back to the Cologne
Summit,  to the St Malo French-British  declaration,
The US Unit, together  with the largest part oJ'the Commission's
external seruices  is located  at the emblematic 'Charlemagne'
building in Brusssels.
and to the previous  steps in Common Foreign  and
Security Policy (CFSP). The European  Council under-
lined its determination to develop  the Union's abiliry
for military and non-military  crisis management.  Since
understanding and taking forward  this process is of
paramount  importance  to consolidate  and enhance
tansatlantic  Relations,  we chose to devote our lead
article to this very important event.
The New Transatlantic Agenda also yielded important
results during this period, in particular  at the last
Transatlantic Summit of 1999 which took place on I7
December in \Tashington.  The long-awaited change of
digit brought significant  progress  in the Tiansatlantic
Relationshio. The F-U-US Summit  was confirmed  as an
outstandinf opportunity  to obtain mutually beneficial
results based on the principle of reciprocity. The
European Union has become a strong and credibie
global partner for the US, and this fact will undoubt-
edly play a positive role in helping to reach our com-
mon soals. You will also find information about the
Summit and its follow-up in this issue.
As the Helsinki Summitt millennium  declaration says,
'we must re.juvenate  the idea of a Europe for all, an
idea on which each new generation must make its own
mark'. This is in line with the vision of Europe that
far-sighted  Americans shared with their European  part-
ners, back in the founding days of EU integration.
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A new Director General for the Commission's  External Relations
I)evelopments since our previous issue include  sev-
eral important changes  in the 'top jobs' at the
Commission's  External Relations Directorate
General. Mr Guy Legras  replaced Mr Burghardt  as
Director-General  for DG Relex taking up his new
post at the beginning  of December 1999. Mr
Legras had been undl then Director-General  for
Agriculture  - the Commissions  largest DG -
where he gained substantial experience and expert-
ise in international affairs notably during t
Uruguay  Round negotiations on agricultur
world trade. In assuming the new position
helm of DG RELEX Mr Legras  returns to
lessional origins which were with the Quai
the French Foreign Office.
Mr Burghardt was nominated  Head of the
Commission  Delegation in \Tashington.The EL-US Summit and beyond
The last EU-US Summit took place inWashington  on l7 December 1999 and uas characterized
by ix good atmosphere with the US praising the o exceptionally  good record , of EU-US cooperation
ouer tlte last six montlts.
The Summit was attended by European Commission's
President  Romano  Prodi, Finish Prime Minister Paavo
Lipponen and President  Ahtisaari -as President of the
European Council-,  and US President Bill Clinton,
tog"tir", with other top-level political  and administrativc
ofllcials.
'Ihe participants  in the Summit managed to agree on
severai  important  subjects, which were reflected in the
joint statements  issued: on South-Eastern Europe, on
Chechnya, Northern Europe, on Small arms and light
weapons, and also on the WTO.
Concerning trade issues, it was positive that the above
mentioned joint statement on the WTO could be
reached desoite  the lack of success of the Seattle meet-
ing. Both sides reiterated in particular their determina-
tion to support the current efforts to launch a new
round of multilateral negotiations which fully involves
the deveioping countries. On the other hand, there was
little movement  on the bilateral  trade disputes. On
biotechnology  and concerning  the furthei developments
of the Prodi-Clinton  initiative,  both sides agreed that
there should  be a nvo-track approach covering all aspects
ing confirmed  the usefulness  of continued  contact and
increased Transarlanric  cooperation.
President Prodi meets
Secretary of State Albright
On 10 March, Uniteil States Secretary  of State
Madeleine Albright met Romano Proii, President of
the European Commission. They held a fruitful
exchange of views on the most important current
issues in Tiansatlantic Relations.  Both leaders began
with a discussion of summit  themes  which gave ideas
for future work.
On South East Europe, Mr Prodi enphasized  the need
to build on the Stabiliry Pact while handing power
back to these states to foster a political solution. A
brief discussion on MEPP followed. There was also
useful discussion on North Korea and Nuclear eners/,
the accession of China and of Croatia to the \7TO
and other trade and foreign poliry issues. The meet-
of the problem. There was also intensive work on ways
to improve  the dispute  settlement  mechanisms. In addi-
tion to that, co-operation in Justice affairs was also dis-
cussed at the Summit.
The European  Commission, the EU Presidenry  and
their US counterparts  are now in full preparation for the
next Summit which is scheduled to take place in Lisbon
on 5 June. The string of meetings  (Thsk Force, Senior
Level Group)  that precede the summit are in full swing.
Among  the major issues for the upcoming Summit,  the
subjects  of data protection and aircraft noise reduction
(hushkits) should occupy  a prominent place, and may
give rise to some significant debate. On the other hand,
the looming  conflict on meat residues seems to have
been disarmed.  Both sides are also working hard to get
the biotechnology initiative with its Senior level Group
and Consultative forum up and running by the time of
the summit. A particular eflort is currently being done
to get concrete results  on the EU-US 18 May
Understanding (sanctions legislation, including those
stemming from the unfortunate  Helms-Burton  Act).
Presid.ent Prodi  receiues Ms Albright at his Brussels ofice
(Soarce: Audiouisual Library, European  Commission)
Kosovo , after one year of hard work
It will soon be a year since Kosouo ctme under UN administration. The European Union 
- 
both
its Member States and the European Commission 
- 
is playing a leading role in tlte recons*uction
of this regizn. Within days of the conflict ending, the European Commission had ECHO - 
the
EU's humanitarian agenql 
- 
bach in place to continue humanitarian actiuities, and it had
established a Thsk Force 
- 
later Agency 
- 
to deliuer assistance for reconstruction.Much remains to be done...
A year later, the challenge remains formidable  for the
international  communiry and for all the Kosovo  peo-
ple, working together.  Much remains  to be done. But
it is important, despite the difficulties, to keep a sense
ofperspective,  and to recognise what has been
achieved.  In March last year, conflict was raging
across Kosovo.  Since then, nearly a million refugees
have returned to their homes, and half a million people
who were disolaced within Kosovo have done the same.
A local administration  has been established. From  a
situation  of complete standstill of economic activity,
with no accepted currency,  no budget and no banks
Kosovo now uses a stable currency,  a balanced budget,
a functionning system of public finances, and a
Banking and Payments Authority to allow businesses
to prosper. Hospitals and basic health services are now
functioning in Kosovo,  and nearly all children  have
been inoculated against childhood diseases. A new
independent and multi-ethnic judicial system has been
created. A new penal code is now being drafted by
Kosovar legal experts.
... but the EU is committed to continue its
hard work
The EU is the largest single donor to the region.
ECHO has provided shelter to 22,500  families over the
winter period. 80 per cent of the KFOR personnel  are
from EU nations. Over 100 NGOs from EU Member
States are working in Pristina or elsewhere  in Kosovo.
The European  Commissioner  for External Relations
Chris Patten stressed the signification  of the EU effort
during his recent visit to South-East  Europe, in March
2000.
The figures for the European  Uniont contribution  are
impressive and very telling of its commitment to the
\Testern Balkan region as a whole. Since 1991, not
counting the monetary aid from member states, the
European  Union has provided more than 4.5 billion
to the region (not including Romania and Bulgaria).
Contributions  by Member  States are estimated  to be
broadly the same again.
In 1999 the EU provided  a total of 505 million for
people throughout the region affected by the Kosovo
crisis. Up to  360 million will be available for the year
2000. The Commission will return to the budgetary
authority to request additional funds for this year if
necessary. This money is essential for the reconstruc-
tion effort, and laying the foundations  for a viable
economy is vital for Kosovot  long term future.
The source for this article is at
h ttp  : /  /  euro  pa. eu. int/  c omm/externa l-re latio ns /  k o s ouo /
memo-)}-l2.htm.  A detailed desniption of the EU's
ffirt can be found at this internet  address; another essen-
tial source for information  on thh subject can be found at
tbe Kosouo reconstruction webpage at
http : /  /www.  s e ere c on. o rg/  Kos ouo /  Kos ouo. b tm
Lookitg ahead to 20L0
I am very pleased to be taking up my duties in
Washington at the launch of a new century and at a
time of real challenge and opportunity  in relations
between the European  Union and the United States.
That is why I told President Clinton, when I presented
my credentials on February 3, that it is with a sense of
excitement and awe that I embark on a mission which
will allow me to continue my long record of profes-
sional commitment to European  unification and
EU/US partnership  From thls side o[the Arlantic.
In particular, I feel very fortunate  to arrive in
tWashington  at a time when the European  Union agen-
da for the next l0 years is clearly charted, and indeed
the further development of the European  constitutional
process is already well underway.  This important agen-
da builds on the already high level ofintegration and
cooperation among the l5 members of the European
Union and comprises equally important developments
for the next decade,  such as:
- Preparing  the Union internally for the historic
prospect  of enlargement to no fewer than 13 coun-
tries in Central  and Southeast Europe;
- Providing  massive pre-accession support to enable the
candidate  countries to assume EU legislation and
acquire the administrative  capacity  to implement  it;
- Completing the euro with the introduction  of notes
and coins in January, 2002;
- Strengthening the security dimension of the
Common Foreign and Security Policy through  mili-
(,) Dr. Giinter Burghardt,  former Political Director  and Director  General  for External Relations,  is the new Head of Delegation of the European  Commission  in the United
States  since 22 lanuary 2000.
Message from Giinter BURGHARDT  (')tary and civil capabilities  for crisis management  in
cooperation  with NAIO;
- Building up the EU's capaciry to act againsr new
risks in the area ofinternal security;
- Complementing  the EU internal market through a
network offree trade zones around the European
Union, with the aim of creating a greater Euro-
mediterranean  economic area of around one billion
consumers; and
- Projecting its growing economic and political weight
into the international  scene and, together  with the
United States, assuming greater responsibility for
strategic relationships  such as with Russia and the
Middle East, and for the multilateral system through
strengthening international  governance.
I look forward to helping explain this historic  process
to our American interlocutors,  and trying to enlist
their support. Further European  integration and
enlargement  of the European  Union are in the interest
both of Europe  and of America. There is every reason
for \Washington to continue the stalwart support it has
shown for European  integration  over the past half cen-
tury. As I told Madeleine  Albright, when I had the
pleasure  of introducing her at the presentation of a
Tiansatlantic leadership award during my first week in
\Tashington,  "the United States has a vital interest in
supporting the development of a Europe united by the
consent of its peoples for the first time in history. tWe
greatly appreciate US support for our complex task of
pro.iecting securiry stabiliry and prosperity to the
European  continent  as a whole". I also pointed to US
skepticism  when important developments  such as the
single market, the single currency and the Common
Foreign and Securiry Policy took and will take shape.
In accepting  the Institutet award,  Secretary  Albright,
who, like me, was born in Central Europe, said that
"leaders  of the Tians-Atlantic  Community  are making
progress month by month towards  the long-denied
dream of a Eurooe whole and free".
Further European integration and
enlargement of the European (Jnion
are in the interest both of Europe and
of America.
Indeed,  as widening  and deepening  the EU helps to
further consolidate  democracy  and stabiliry on the
European  continent,  the US will increasingly  see how
much this is in their own long term strategic interests.
They will also increasingly  see, as European  integration
advances, that security policy will come to occupy a
more prominent position than ever before in their rela-
tions with the EU.
This all leads to a fundamental  challenge in our rela-
tionship.  \We spend much time and political energy on
controversial,  short-term,  mosdy trade-related  issues,
leaving too little time to concentrate  on our overriding
common interests and collective responsibilities.
It is time to further develop the
concept of a 'partnership of equals'.
We must lift our sights
to the vision of a new
"Tlansatlantic  Agenda 20 1 0".
To break out of this transatlantic tunnel vision, we
need a common project beyond bananas, hushkits and
GMOs,  a goal that gives expression to the depth and
breadth of our common  values and interests. I think it
is time to further develop the concept of a 'partnership
of eouals'. \7e must lift our siehts to the vision of a
new'"Tiansatlantic  Agenda 20"10", building on the
Tiansatlantic  Declaration  of 1990 and the New
Tiansatlantic Agenda of 1995, and work towards a set
of mutual commitments  embracing the breadth of our
economic, political and security reladonships.
Meanwhile  the transatlantic dialogue on securiry  policy
must be conducted as a matter of urgenry, and in a
constructive way. \7e should stress what needs to be
done, not what we both agree must be avoided. For
our part, we must make it clear that the EUt aim is to
reinforce the Atlantic Alliance by shouldering  more
political and securiry  responsibility, not to build up an
independent European territorial  defense  force without
the US. This is neither desired nor affordable. It is
about a common European security policy to address
new risks and challenges, as Bosnia  and Kosovo have so
abundantly  demonstrated. It is about better coordinat-
ing the considerable  civilian capabilities with an emerg-
ing European military capabiliry to deal with Peters-
burg crisis management  tasks. Obviously,  Europeans
must be prepared  and in the position to back up their
will with corresponding military and budgetary means.
For their part, the Americans must develop  more
understanding  that a greater military contribution  by
the EU will mean a greater political  say.
For the past five years, we have
worked successfully under the New
Tlansatlantic Agenda to promote
securiry, stabiliry and economic
prosperiry throughout the world.
We must now begin to look at how
the Agenda will function in light of
the transformations  in Europe.
For the past five years, we have worked  successfully
under the New Tiansatlantic Agenda to promote secu-
riry stability and economic prosperiry throughout the
world. 
'We must now begin to look at how the Agenda
will function in light of the transformations  in Europe
for the coming  decade. The EU, more than ever, is
poised to be an anchor of stabiliry in Europe and anequal partner of the United States. The Tiansatlantic
Agenda becomes broader with every step the EU takes
in its own development.
So as the Commission  has embarked  on a program of
reform and modernisation  of its structures. I look for-
ward to working intensively with friends and colleagues
on both sides of the Atlantic to ensure that the new
agenda we build for our common  purposes will appro-
priately reflect the great changes  underway in Europe
and the need for a transatlantic governance, a partner-
ship based on reciprocity  and equaliry.
Thansadantic Thade after Seattle
The recent failure to reach agreement 0n A new WTO Round of trade negotiations  at the Seaxle
Ministerial  meeting was ueryt disappointingfor both the EU and the US. There is no point dwelling
0n the past or pointing  the finger, but all WTO members need to take full Account of the lessons of
Seattle and it is now impzrtant to find a way foruard. In particular, it would be wrong to allow
the institution, the WTO, to become a scapegnat for Members'  reAl dffirences 0n the substance and
the lack of  political will to ouercome these dffirences.
Bringing momentum for preparation of a
new'WTO Round
At the December 1999 EU-US Summit in
'Washington  (') a joint Statement  on the \7TO was
agreed upon by the rwo transatlantic partners. It force-
fully recalls that "The European  Union and the United
States consider  the multilateral trading  system one of
worldt principal bulwarks of peace, sustainable devel-
opment, and economic growth; and a primary engine
for rising living standards and broad-based prosperiry
in the future. fu we approach  the new century, we
must ensure that the trading system retains its
dynamism and abiliry to respond to changing needs
of an increasingly  diverse membership".
One major lesson of Seattle is that the
new Round has to be based on a com-
prehensive agenda, with something
for everyone.
In the Statement  both the EU and the US reaffirmed
their pledged to work together  with Director General
Mike Moore and other \X/TO Members to launch an
inclusive new Round as soon as possible.  Regular con-
tacts betvreen Commissioner  Pascal Lamy with
Ambassador Charlene Barshefsky and other players are
already taking place. 'Waiting for the outcome of the
next US Presidential  elections  (or political elections  in
EU Member  States) would not be a good reason for
ruling out bringing momentum for preparation of a
new NTTO Round. There is always a reason for sitting
and waiting, but the transatlantic partners  should not
loose sight of such a key aim. And there is much
preparatory work to be done.
Lrssons from Seattle
One major lesson of Seattle is that the new Round has
to be based on a comprehensive  agenda, with some-
thing for everyone. Many countries - developed  and
developing - share this position. This means Rule-mak-
ing in new areas  as well as more traditional Market
Access negotiations. A Round focused only on the
"built-in"  agenda  or on market-access  issues is not a
viable alternative. Investment, competition, trade facili-
tation, the environment  have to be included if the
\X/TO is to stay relevant to economic reality and meet
the expectations  of civil sociery. At the same time social
and developmental issues related to trade (including
core labour standards) should also be addressed in co-
operation with other relevant international institutions.
Investment, competition,
trade facilitation, the environment
have to be included if the \fTO
is to stay relevant to economic realiry
and meet the expectations
of civil society.
Seattle also clearly showed the need to look at proce-
dural and institutional  asDects of VTO. The EC
intends to present ,o*. id.", shordy for improvements
in working methods  which could be undertaken in the
very short term. Over the longer term, we need to
examine options for broader  improvements to the
functioning of the VTO. B,rt ihe objective of "insti- (') See hnp://europa.eu.int/comm/external-relations/us/summit-17-12-99/mo.htmtutional reform" must not be allowed to detract from
the objective  of launching  a new Round.
The objective of "institutional reform"
must not be allowed to detract from
the objective of launching  a new
Round.
In the short run there is an urgent need of measures to
restore confidence in the \(TO system.  First of all, it
is necessary to address questions which concern the
developing  countries, in particular  the least developed
countries,  which are those who feel most frustrated by
the failure in Seattle. The EC initiative on duty and
quota exemptions  for goods from the least developed
countries goes in this direction. That should also be
accompanied  by initiatives on issues such as technical
assistance and concrete measures in the field of capaciry
building, which should aim to improve developing
countries' participation in \7.TO negotiations. A dia-
logue on issues concerning implementation  of existing
multilateral  trade agreements  should also be envisaged,
with developed countries  willing to show flexibility.
Together with short-term  improvements to\7'TO
working methods, this would configure a "confidence
building package" for restoring developing countries'
faith and confidence  in the V/TO.
Rebuilding confidence in a multilateral context
Improving the institutional functioning of the \X/TO
will help re-build confidence in the institution.  In the
short term Members could envisage  introducing  meas-
ures aimed at improving the organisation of ministerial
conferences, so as to facilitate the participation of
developing countries and promote  greater external
transparency. The latter could include  strengthening
\WTO dialogue  with civil sociery and better structuring
it. More far reaching  improvements  to the'$7TO  sys-
tem, in the context of international governance,  should
be the subject  of a longer-term  review, possibly within
the context ofa new round ofnegotiations, or in paral-
lel with them.
Both transatlantic partners
recognise their shared responsibilities
to continue this work, but also the
need to involve all our \7TO partners
more directly.
The co-operative relationship  between  the EU and the
US has been crucial to the development of the multi-
lateral trading system over the past 50 years. Both
transatlantic partners recognise their shared responsibil-
ities to continue this work, but also the need to involve
all our \7TO partners  more directly. If the EU and the
US are to prepare the ground for launching  a new
Round,  there is a need for them to "bridge" their posi-
tions with each other and with other Dartners. That
will require a proper handling of the public debate and
much political drive.
\fTO condemns US tax subsidies to
promote exports
On 24 February 2000 the WTO Appellate Body put an end to a long standing dispute between the
EU and the US on the US "Foreign Sales Corporations"  ("FSC") tax scheme by declaring  the FSC
an illegal export subsidy for industrial and agricubural prodwcts.
A New Ruling for an Old Dispute
This is an old dispute that relates back to the seventies
when the predecessor  of the FSC, the so-called
"Domestic  International  Sales Corporations"
("DISC"),  was condemned as an export subsidy by a
GATT panel eventually adopted in 1981. The DISC
was introduced  at a time of increasing  trade deficit in
order to promote US exports under what was called the
"Deficit  Reduction Act of l97I".It was in 1984 thar
the US decided to replace the DISC by the FSC, a
scheme designed to be functionally equivalent to DISC
while being easier to defend  under the GATI accord-
ing to the US administrarion.
The EC contested  the legality of the FSC scheme since
its adoption. However, the matter was not further pur-
sued due to the opening of the Uruguay Round trade
negotiations in 1985. ln 1997 the EC tried to pursue
the matter bilaterally with the US but without success.
The EC then launched a \X/TO dispute settlement pro-
cedure against the FSC scheme.
The EC contested the legaliry
of the FSC scheme
since its adoption.What is an FSC ?
An FSC is a shell company of an American  corpora-
tion, rypically established in a tax haven (more then
90o/o are in the Virgin Islands,  Barbados and Guam),
whose sole purpose  is to serve as a vehicle for US
exports and in this way exempt  substantial amounts of
que taxes.
US law imposes certain criteria that need to be com-
olied with in order to create  an FSC and benefit from
itr. pSC scheme. In theory, these criteria aim at ensur-
ing that the FSC materially participates in the export
transaction. However, in practice these requirements
can be formally complied with easily and FSCs func-
tion as mere mailbox facilities that simolv  receive  and
sent out faxes and correspondence whiL a[ other
aspects ofthe export transaction are carried out by the
US parent company.
Furthermore, in order to benefit from the special tax
treatment the FSC has to export US property, which is
defined as products manufactured or grown in the US
with no more than 50olo of their fair market value
attributable  to imports.
fu part of the income of the FSC is exempted  from
taxation, the bigger the income that can be allocated  to
the FSC the bigger the tax saving. This is why the FSC
scheme  also provides  for unique and special rules on
transfer pricing which help companies  to increase  the
amount of income allocated  to the FSC and conse-
quently  reduce the amount  of tax to be paid.
US exporters  that artificially decide to channel their
exports through FSCs instead of selling directly will
reduce their tax bills berween  l5o/o and 30o/o and
increase their profits between  5o/o to |0o/o.
Beneficiaries of the FSC
Any industrial, agricultural  or mining product can be
exported through an FSC without any quantitative
limitation.  Therefore, any US company being able to
save in taxes more than the cost of establishing  and
managing  the FSC (i.e. around $2000 annually) will
use an FSC. That is why it is difficult to find any aver-
age US exporter than does not benefit from the FSC.
The FSC benefits  are therefore  spread over a wide
range of US exporting  companies  and according to the
US teasuryt own estimations included in the Fiscal
year 2001 Budget  proposal, the revenue forgone by the
FSC scheme (i.e. the taxes that US companies  should
have paid but have not) in 1999 amounted to US$
3500 million.  Taking into account that the FSC
scheme  has been in place since 1985, it is easy to
understand the magnitude of subsidisation being grant-
ed to US companies. The increase of US exports  due to
the FSC has resulted in a corresponding reduction  of
sales of their main competitors,  EU companies.
Tirx policy justifications for the FSC.
The US justifies the existence  of the FSC scheme on
the need for the US to emulate  the effbcts of "territori-
al" tax systems  (used by some EU Members) that do
not tax economic activities outside its frontiers while
the US has a "world-wide" tax system that taxes US
companies  on their global income. By doing this, the
FSC is allegedly  re-establishing  the "level playing field"
on which EU and US companies  compete in interna-
tional markets.
However, the choice of a particular  tax system  is a sov-
ereign decision ofthe country concerned,  as it has also
been recognised by the Appellate Body in its FSC
report. \7TO members  are free to decide on the tax
system they wish, and to tax or not to tax certain cate-
gories of income, as long as in doing so they do not
breach their WTO obligations. Therefore, any alleged
disadvantage caused by the US tax system to US com-
panies is a self-inflicted  problem but does not entide a
country to give VTO prohibited subsidies in order to
remedy this situation.
Any alleged disadvantage caused by
the US tax system to US companies is
a self-inflicted problem but does not
entitle a country to give WTO
prohibited  subsidies.
Even more, it is not true that European  companies  pay
less taxes than US comoanies. The amount  of taxes
paid will depend  on thi income tax rate applied in the
country where the income is generated. Sometimes this
is higher and sometimes lower than that of the US.
Furthermore,  all EU member states have legislation to
avoid that companies  escape taxation by establishing
operations in tax havens.
In addition,  the US has a sophisticated system of double
taxation avoidance based on "tax credits"  for taxes paid
in third countries,  that are deducted from the US tax
bill, and by a multitude of bilateral tax agreements
which reduce the situations  in which double  taxation
occurs. In any event, if the real concern of the US for
enacting the FSC had been to avoid double  taxation of
US companies, it would have never allowed the possibil-
ity for FSCs to be established  in tax havens, where more
than 90% of the FSCs are. Furthermore, it is difficult to
understand  why the use of FSC is limited to the export
of "US properry". fue US corporations  that export
products with a value added in the US of less than 50%o
not also suffering  from alleged  double  taxation?
Another argument constantly repeated by defenders of
FSC is that the FSC tax exemptions  help offset the
advantage enjoyed  by Communiry companies that are
exempted  from VAI on export transactions.  However,
sales taxes levied by US states are not collected  on US
exports  either. This is in line with the loeic behind
.onrr'rmptio., or sales taxes which are chirged on all
products, independent of their origin, when sold on
the domestic market of the country in question and
not when exported. This principle has been recognised
since the creation of the GATT. Therefore, the pur-
1lThe US has until 1 October 2000, a
date suggested to the \7TO Panel by
the US itself, to comply with its inter-
national obligations and bring its legis-
lation in conformity with the'WTO.
chaser of a US product will pay the same VAT as the
purchaser of an EU product when consumed  in the
same EU country. Similarly, purchasers of US and EU
products will pay the same sales tax when consumed  in
the same US state. It is therefore  hard to argue that
exempting  VAI on exports gives EU companies  any
competitive  advantage while the similar US tax is also
not collected on exports  and when both products  are
taxed in the same way when sold in a particular mar-
ket.
Implications of this WTO decision
The conclusions of the Appellate Body are final. The
US has until 1 October 2000,  a date suggested  to the
VTO Panel by the US itself, to comply with its inter-
national  obligations  and bring its legislation in con-
formiry with the \fTO. In case of failure to do so, the
Dispute  Settlement Understanding  entitles the EU to
exercise its \W'TO rights to obtain compensation or to
suspend concessions.
Biotechnology: beyond the headlines
Biotechnologlt  remains high on the political agenda on both sides of the Atlantic. Not least because
it is a matter of concern to a wide-range of sectors of society from big business through to the indi-
uidual cznsumer seeking a clear choice at the supermarket shelf
The use of modern biotechnology both in the food
chain and in medicine raises a whole range of issues at
the interface  ofscientific  progress  and societal con-
cerns. It touches upon difficult ethical considerations
such as the question ofthe patenting oflife; on con-
sumer choice and information; on so far unanswered
scientific questions  about the potential  long-term envi-
ronmental effects both positive and negative.  So at the
same time as consumers continue to seek better infor-
mation and more transparent  regulation of genetically
engineered food, the recent development by a group of
scientists supported by EC research funds ofa so-called
"golden rice" (enriched  with Vitamin A) illustrates the
potential of GM products of the future.
Conscious  of the need for an informed public debate
on the wider role of biotechnology in the rwenty-first
century Commission  President Prodi proposed  to
President Clinton in October last year that the EU and
US Administrations  look at establishing  a group of
eminent people from various walks of life to look at
these ouestions from the transatlantic dimension in a
n.* 
"nd 
fresh way.
President Prodi proposed to President
Clinton in October last year [...]
establishing  a group of eminent people
from various walks of life to look
at these questions from
the transatlantic dimension.
At the EU-US Summit in December we agreed  to set
up a Consultative  Forum to do just that. 
'W'e 
are now
in the processes of finalising details of who will take
part in the Forum and which specific questions it
should focus its efforts on. \7e hope to bring together
scientific expertise in various fields, as well as represen-
tatives of consumer and environmental  interests,  busi-
ness and others such as experts on ethics, The Forum
will be asked to report and make general recommenda-
tions to Summit leaders later this year.
European Food Authority on its way
The establishment  of a new European  Food Authority
has been provided for in the European  Commission
\7hite Paper on Food Safery. The independent
Authoriry which could be in place by 2002, will
provide an effective instrument in achieving the
changes  required  to protect public health and main-
tain consumer  confidence. It would be entrusted with
providing  scientific advice, communicating  with con-
sumers on food safery and health issues as well as net-
working with national  agencies and scientific  bodies.
The Commission  has also issued a Communication
on the Precautionary Principle, which sets out the
guidelines for the management  of risk associated  with
adverse effbcts to the environment,  human, animal or
plant health. Both communications  are being regard-
ed as a matter of priority by the European Council.
Progress will be reviewed next Summer at the Feira
Council.
t2Education and outreach:
EU Centres gather in New York
In the preuious issue of the EU-US lVewsletter  ue reported on the progress of the 'European  Centres
in the fIS'programme.  The implementation of the project during its first year LUas ueryt successful;
all the Centres fuffilled or euen surpassed their initial objectiues. The applications  for year twl were
also considered  to be in line with the programme's  requirements for high quality and comprehensiue-
ness. The project has thus reached the mid-term of its 3-year period.
A large part of the event was focused
on increasing the programme's
visibiliry and outreach.
delivered  by EU Ambassador  Mr Gunther Burghardt.
In his speech, Mr Burghardt  examined  the progress
achieved by the EU in the major political areas. On
European Security and Defence,  he made a vigorous
defense  of the latest initiatives,  clarifying  however that
the goal is not to create  a European  Army. He stated
that 'NAIO should be europeanized  and not vicever-
sa'. The EU Security dimension  is, he explained,  going
to strengthen the relationship. Mr Burghardt  reminded
that the EU remains strongly oppossed to unilateralism
(such as there is in some provisions in the Helms-
Burton Act). On enlargement,  he stressed that this was
a 'moral obligation' beyond any practical problems that
it may create in the short-medium  term. He also
reminded the European  effort in Kosovo,  giving
detailed figures on the EU's impressive contribution.
Overall, the Conference  was very successful.  The
objectives were fulfilled, in particular  concerning visi-
bility, interaction and cooperation. The Centres'  repre-
sentatives and the other participants  delivered  concrete
contributions which will surely enhance the success of
the project. One weak point remains, and it was clear-
ly identified as such at the Conference: the need to
ensure sustainabiliry after the third year ofthe project.
Abstracts  fom the Conference, together with a great deal
of information  on the EU Centres project,  can befound
on the internet at www.eucenters.0r{
The Commission  considered,  however, that it would be
necessary and useful to reinforce certain aspects which
were not addressed by all the individual applications,  in
oarticular with a view on the Centres' future after the
completion  of the project. The means that was pro-
posed was a two-day conference. This event was the
subject of intensive  preparatory work, and it finally
took place on the 9th and 1Oth ofFebruary 2000 in
New York. The Conference  of EU Centres was fol-
lowed by the annual Director's meeting organized  by
ECSA.
The objectives  of the Conference  were nvofold: con-
solidating the project, and increasing  its visibiliry.
Internally, it was focused on studying  the prospects for
sustainability after year 3 and exploring  alternative
funding possibilities, fostering the interaction of the
Centres with foundations  and other funding entities,
and enhancing cooperation, especially concerning the
Centres'outreach  efforts. In addition to that, a large
part ofthe event was focused on increasing  the pro-
gramme's visibiliry and outreach, through several ses-
sions and panels on topics ofgeneral interest. The
titles of the sessions,  which covered a very wide range
of areas, included:  'The European  Union and
International Education in the United States'; 'The
\WTO after the Battle in Seattle: EU and US
Perspectives';  'The New European Security and
Defence Poliry; 'Prospects for European  Integration in
the 2lst Century'; and the imaginative'DNA and the
NTA: Biotechnology in a Tiansatlantic  Context'.
More than 150 people participated in the event at its
various  sessions . The keynote speech, 'EU Agenda for
2010: Priorities and Implications for the U.S.'was
EU Centres' Directors meet to perfect the proiect
ln the wake oI rhe Conference  of EU Centres,  the Centres' Directors  met
in NewYork on I I February  2000. The gathering, organized  by ECSA,
was also attended  by Commission  representatives, both from the EU
\Washington Delegation and from headquarters.
The meeting  proved to be a very positive and fruitful exchange of ideas on
the Centres'-athi.u...n,t, possible improvements, visibiliry oIthe proiecr,
sustainabiliry and procedural matrers. The atmosphere  was very coopera-
tive, and concrete  Follow-up actions were agreed' In general, participants
agreed that the nenvork seemed  to be on rhe right track to yield good
rJrults, and that its role was becoming increasingly important.
C')
13Hushkits again
The European  Unions Regulation to limit aircraft
noise will come into effect in the coming months. The
US administration,  which calls the law discriminatory,
has not managed up to now to accept any compromise
short of withdrawal or indefinite suspension of the
'hushkits' legislation. The EU has shown a great deal
of flexibility, going as far as to accept the principle of
suspension if the US gave guarantees  that it was serious
about agreeing to new international  norms.
Unfortunately,  this compromise was not accepted by
the US either.
The proposed EU legislation aims to
prevent an increase in the number of
planes which are judged too noisy,
whatever their national flag or origin,
flying over densely populated areas
within European territory.
The EU is faced with the responsibiliry of protecting
its citizens from environmental  hazard from unacceot-
ably high levels of aircraft noise. It must be remem-
bered that the proposed EU legislation aims to prevent
an increase in the number of planes which are .iudged
too noisy, whatever  their national  flag or origin, flying
over densely populated areas within European  territory.
Shorts
But, as EU Tlansport Commissioner  Loyola de Palacio
stated at the European Parliament, 'Industry is putting
ferocious pressure  on the U.S. administration'. The US
has now tabled a comolaint within the International
Civil Aviation Organiiation  (ICAO).
However, the EU remains  committed to work for an
amicable  solution. Notably it has proposed a compro-
mise under which the Directive  would take effecr as
scheduled for European carriers on th 4th of May, but
parts of it affecting non-EU countries would be sus-
pended. In exchange, the US would have to suspend
their ICAO complaint. Both the EU and the United
States would have to adopt a joint declaration to coop-
erate in ICAO on drafting new, tougher aircraft noise
regulations. If the US shows similar flexibility and
goodwill to reach an agreement,  the 'hushkits'dispute
will hopefully be soon a thing of the past.
TABD holds outreach meeting
On 30 March the Tiansatlantic  Business  dialogue
(TABD) held its traditional biannual Outreach
Meeting. Almost  200 companies,  business  organisa-
tions, NGOs and representatives of the other transat-
lantic dialogues participated.
TABD reported on the outcome of last year's CEO
conference in Berlin, presented its priorities for the
year 2000 (globalization, new \7TO Round, Early
\7arning, digital economy and the inclusion  of SMEs
in the process),  and set out the agenda  for this year
Sborts
leading up to the CEO confernece  in Cincinnatti l6-
18 November.
The Commission  representatives gave its views on
recent EU-US relations development, current imple-
mentation of the TABD recommendations to the gov-
ernments and participated  together with the TABD
;::;::il::I:s 
in a panel discussion  and questions  and
Next outreach meeting will take place in the autumn.
A transatlantic perspective of Internet
The tansatlantic Information Exchange System
(TIES) network will hold its third annual workshop  on
6-7 April2000  in Paris. The workshop will focus on a
...r,r"1 issue of concern to the Internei communiry,
civil sociery and transatlantic relations: 'Is the Internet
Civil Socieryt best friend? A transatlantic perspective'.
Internet  offers a huge range ofnew opportunities, but
it also poses a series of important challenges to the civil
society across the Atlantic. The policy  stances of the
EU and the US are directlv  affected bv this debate.
Keep an eye on...
Participants will include governmental and non-gov-
ernmental organisations and institutions, academic
bodies, internet companies  and other. This clearly
promises  to be a fascinating debate, and likely to pro-
vide useful conclusions to the players concerned.  TIES
is supported by the European Commission  within the
framework  of the New Tiansatlantic  Agenda.
More information  about TIES can be found in previ-
ous issues of this Newsletter and also on their website
at http://tiesweb.org/The EU and Death penalry in the US
Covernor  Ryan of Illinois recently introduced a mora-
torium on all pending executions in that state. The
decision  was hailed by the EU, which is working
towards  universal  abolition of the death penalry and
considers the introduction  of moratoria  as a first sreo
towards that aim.
The underlying  motivation for Governor Ryan to take
this step is the risk of sentencing  innocenr  individuals
to death: investigations showed that l3 innocenr  peo-
ple had been sentenced to death in that state.
In an EU memorandum  on the historic, social, leqal
and humanitarian  backsround which led the EU io
abolish  the death penali' in Europe, it is formulated  as
follows: 'the irreveisible nature ofcapital punishment
has (also) to be taken into account. Even highly
advanced legal systems, which rest upon the principle
of the rule of law, including the principle of due
process,  are not immune to miscarriages of justice'.
The EU and the US have an open dialogue on the
issue. The US indicates  that legislation on capital pun-
ishment is not contrary to international law. The
Supreme Court considered  the reinstatement of such
legislation by constituent  states not to be contrary  ro
the US constitution.  The EU claims that international
legal standards in any case prohibit execurions ofper-
sons who were less than l8 years old when committing
the crime or who suffer from mental disorder. The EU
L'
Sborts
has also intervened to the US Governmenr in cases of
lack ofconsular notification to EU citizens  suspected
of having committed a'capital'crime.  The possibiliry
of due process,  procedural guaranrees  againsr discrimi-
natory application  of the death penalty and competent
legal defence are other areas of concern to the EU.
Yes, although the EU respects other views and realizes
the huge difference between extra- judicial, summary
executions,  and a system based on the rule of law, it
takes the view that respect  for human life and dignity
should prevent public authorities to take life.
Independent experts and recognized Human Rights
organisations  have rejected the idea that death penalry
could be a deterrent to violent crime. In Europe,  where
the death penalry has not been used for nearly rwenry
years, there has been no significant  increases in violent
criminaliry. Studies have showed that the correlation
berween death penalty and a low crime rate is non exis-
tent.
In a recent declaration by the Portuguese Presidency,
the EU has expressed  that 'abolition  of tbe deatb penaby
contributes to the enltancement  of human dignity and the
progressiue  deuelopment  of human righti.There are
encouraging signs in the US showing increased debate
on this subject. EU-US Dialogue remains  an essential
tool to achieve oositive results in line with this soirit.
Election time : luck and aorcs
Anyone having read Primary Colours must be delight-
ed to follow the current primary elections  in the US.
Candidates  have read that book, I am sure. Or
maybe it is still enough with Il Principe  to enlighten
them. Anyway, and despite the elimination of some
candidacies after the SuperTuesday,  the process
remains greatly interesting -and sometimes very
amuslng.
In fact, election time is a wonderful period for those
of us blessed --or cursed- with a taste for surrealistic
humour. Thke, for example, the US Federal Election
Commission website. \X/ith a practical sense which is
to be praised, the zealous officials in charge ofits
contents try to convince the readers that a single vote
can make the difference. And they give several exam-
ples, among which this pearl:
'ln 1994, Republican Randall Luthi and Independent
Larry Call tied for the seat in the \Tyoming House of
Reoresentatives from the Tackson Hole area. with
1,941 votes each. A ,..orrn, produced the same
result. Mr. Luthi was finally declared the winner
when, in a drawing before the State Canvassing
Board, a PingPong  ball bearing his name was pulled
from the cowboy hat of Democratic  Governor Mike
Sullivan.'
Fair enough. Note the remarkable  precision of the
paragraph, which stresses the fact that the ball was
not pulled from any hat but from the governor's cow-
Tlte lnst uord
boy hat. Talk about stereorypes. But isnt it true that
this sounds better than simply saying: 'the governor
pulled the ball from his hat'? You see that the thing
was fair, it was a good-old  cowboy hat, he's one of
our local guys. Surely, Mr Call took the defeat in a
sDortive manner - and Mr Luthi must have framed
the lucky ball.
Now, let us try to figure out how a similar problem
would have been solved here in Europe.  \7e bet that
candidates would refuse to participari in any draw-
ing. Maybe the final solution would be to build an
additional seat. Don't laugh: after all, this is how the
problem  of having several candidacies for the EP's
location  was solved - building sites in every candi-
date city.
Still, the drawing system has its advantages.  In fact,
some would recommend this procedure  be extended
to all major decisions.  Say thit a convict  is judged.
If half of the jury decides he is to be executed (pro-
vided that you are in a country which allows for that)
but the other halfopposes, you do not need to search
for unanimity nor to go into complicate legal battles
any more. You just draw a ball, toss a coin. No need
to slow down the executions'  pace. And the same
may apply to policy decisions, international agree-
ments, military actions. Pit'rt that the procedure  is not
applied yet.
Or is it?i,  4  l
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